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MORAL DEVELOPMENT THEORY: KOHLBERG VS PERRY

Francis L Gross, Jr., Western Michigan University

I NTRODUCT I ON WI II i am G Perry
and Lawrence Koh Iberg are struc
tural cognitivists whose empirical
work h as been heav i I y i nf I uenced
by Jean Piaget and John Dewey.
Both studi ed a t Iength the i ntell ec
tua I and eth i ca I deve Iopmen t of
adolescents. I will compare their
research on college students, both
to inform readers and to stimulate
further syn thes isin the theory of
learning and valuing.

PERRY'S DUALISTS
Perry and his team examined

the intellectua I and eth ica I grow
th of Harvard and Radc Ii ffe under
gradua tes from thei r en trance in
college to their graduation, over
the years 1954-1963. The earliest
and most primitive thinking pat
tern which Perry found, mostly
among newly enrolled students,
was a way of thinking called
basic duality: "The student sees
~ world in polar terms of
we-right-good vs. other-wrong-
bad. Right answers for everything
exist in the Absolute, known to
Authority whose role is to mediate
(teach) them. Knowledge and good
ness are percei ved as quanti tati ve
accretions of di screte ri ghtnesses
to be collected by hard work and
obedi ence" (Perry 1970 9).

Koh Iberg's work on cogn it i ve
moral development began in 1956
in a longitudinal analysis of the
thinking of 75 American boys 10
to 16 years old (Kohlberg 1958).
He did similar studies in Mexico,
Yucatan, Turkey, Taiwan, and
elsewhere, for cross-cu I tura I va li
dation (Kohlberg 1971). He has
studied a variety of populations
up and down the social ladder,
from prison to high school, and
from children to aging adults. His
work ranges much more widely
than Perry's. His model for moral
development has three hierarchical
levels, each with two stages. Here
we are concerned wit h Koh Iberg's
work on adolescents, as it can be
related to Perry's description of
dualistic thinking among college
students.

"Maintaining the expectations of
the individual's family, group or
nation is perceived as valuable
in its own right regardless of
immediate and obvious conse
quences. The attitude is not only
one of conform i ty to persona I ex
pectations and social order, but
of loyalty to it, actively maintain
ing, supporting and justifying the
order, and identifying with the
persons or groups involved in it"
(Kohlberg 1971 164).

In' conventional moral thinking
in Perry's dual ism, authority is
outs i de the person, and not sub
ject to question. Values are
fixed. There is only one correct
way of looking at things. Both
descri ptions are structural ist and
cognitive, and both concern how
rather than what a person thinkS:-

Koh Iberg -has two stages for
what Perry labels dualism. Perry
does not make the distinction ex
plicitly. In Kohlberg's prior
stage for this level one's·' value
judgments are dominated by in
dividuals. Good behavior is what
pleases others or helps them. This
is conformity to natural behavior.
His more advanced conventional
stage shifts emphasis from inter
personal relations to the wider
social order. Right behavior
means to maintain and conform to
society's laws.

Perry says that his dualists
are much affected in their value
judgments by fellow students
(Perry 1970 69). The dormitories
of Harvard were powerfu I sources
of pressure against dualistic
th i nk i ng, because the students
varied widely in values and think
ing processes. Individual profes
sors are seen as a powerfu I force
but the strongest pressure on
dualists comes from their peers.
This shows that there remains
some of Kohlberg's earlier stage
of conventional thinking among
students.

Perry, in describing dualistic
attitudes as gradually becoming
more subt Ie, recogn i zes Iarge au
thority groupings. The professors
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are such a group, and t he en tire
University is an authority to be
reckoned wit h ( Perry 1970 76) •
Students are concerned tha t they
cannot produce contextual answers
for questions which professors
ask. But the students feel that
somehow, Harvard knows whatit
is doing. Such ideas indicate Kohl
berg's advanced level of conven
tionality. It fits Kohlberg's sys
tem that students should be frus
trated if the same authority that
they have grown to respect as an
unquesti oned source of order
should likewise be a force prod
di ng them to seek academic an
swers tha t cannot simp I y be
memorized, since they are context
ual, situational and relative. Of
equal note is the puzzlement of
the student who discovers profes
sors unabashed when admitti ng
inability to answer a question.
One student said, "Here was a
great professor, and he was grop
i ng too!" (Perry 1970 9)

COGNITIVE ADOLESCENCE
Perry's model sta tes tha t the

sequence of restructuri ng thought
has a stage beyond various kinds
of dualism. It is a manner of
thinking which he calls relativis
tic, defined as "a plurality of
points of view, interpretations,
frames of reference, va I ue sys
tems, and contingencies, in which
the structural properties of con
texts and forms allow of various
sorts of analysis, comparison and
evaluation in multiplicity" (Perry
1970 Glossary).

How wou I d Koh Iberg trea t Per
r y 's re Iat i vism? Hew0 u I d c a I lits
beginning cognitive adolescence.
If relativism is a pervasive stage
through which Perry's Harvard
and Radcliffe undergraduates pass
Koh Iberg notes tha t 50 percen t of
Ameri can adu I ts never get to rei a
tivistic thinking, and that the
age when it is attained is quite
variable (Kohlberg 1971).
• Koh Iberg sees t he core of a do Ies
cence as the discovery of the sub
ject i ve sel f, and the quest i on i ng
of society's truth. Perry's Har
vard subjects are described as
discovering themselves and their
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backgrounds as part of a wide
pluralism. Their experience car
ries with it a questioning of the
society from which they come, as
they gradually attain contextual,
relativistic thinking.

INTERACTION & CONFLICT
Koh Iberg' s model for movement

in moral stages fi ts Perry's des
cription in that the movement is
based on interact ion between the
subject and his environment. Pro
gression is not passive, nor is it
an innate biological development.
It is in fact a movement in con
flict within the framework of com
munity (Kohlberg 1971 193).

Pe-rry's students' who Ie journey
from dual istic through relativistic
thinking to its last phase of com
mitment is described in termSOf
interaction between student and
student, student and professor,
and student and Harvard. He des
cribes a cognitive Odyssey a
journey of trials and di lemmas.

DRASTIC REVOLUTION
First, Perry sees the shift in

t h ink i n gas a d r as tic re v 0 Iuti 0 n
(1970 109). Kohlberg corroborates
this when he places the restructur
ing of thought at the heart of the
ado Iescen t' s discovery of his/her
inner self, and the questioning of
society. Both theorists center on
the structural change of thought
as the heart of adolescence, but
Kohlberg is much more explicit in
putting adolescence in the cogni
tive realm (Kohlberg & Gilligan
1971) •

BREAKDOWN OF PRIOR
GUIDELINES & IDENTITY

Perry sees relativism as tied to
a breakdown of earlier guidelines
and personal identity. He speaks
of a terri b Ie lonel i ness attendant
on the loss of absol ute authori ty.
Balancing this sense of loss is a
sense of expansion in contrast
with the narrowness of the past.
There is a liberation attendant on
the freedom to think things out,
in contrast with the former drud
gery of rote memory work in aca
demic studies. There is a new
found sense of community with
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relativistic peers and professors
born of the realization that no
body has all the answers. All,
including students and professors
alike, are groping.

Koh Iberg also notes that moral
relativism and nihilism are a
transitional period in ethical pro
gression from conventional moral
ity and princi.pled morality. He
quotes studi es to the effect tha t
when a person goes through an
active consideration of alternative
goals and values, s/he experi
ences a crisis. "Essentially moral
ly transitional subjects were in
transition with regard to identity
issues as well as moral issues.

to have questioned conventional
morality you must have questioned
your identity as well" (Kohlberg
& Gilligan 1971).

He does not discuss the sense
of expans ion fo r re I a t i vis tic t h ink
ers, nor does he discuss the im
portance of community except by
implication. For this he uses iden
tity explicitly in Erikson's sense,
and Erikson is on record on the
urgency with which youth in the
crisis of identity, social ize in
order to-discover their own identi
ti es (Eri kson 1963 262).

CHANGED RELATION TO AUTHORITY
• Perry se~s the relativist student
at Harvard as discovering a new
mutuality with previously revered
authorities, for authority is now
bereft of absol ute truth. Si nce no
one has the final answer, all are
now equals. But adults in contem
porary America used to be seen
by youth as conventional people,
whereas today in post-convention
al society, there is something
new. "What is new is the creation
pf a questioning providing half
answers to which adolescents are
exposed prior to their own spon
taneous questioning" (Kohlberg &
Gil I i g a n 1971 ) •

We can see the academic rela
tivism of Harvard as deliberately
providing half-answers to students
because from a relativistic point
of view, those are the on Iy an
swers avai lable to human reason.
Hence the egalitarian position of
the professor in contrast to former
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more absolutist times.

CAPACITY FOR DETACHMENT
For a dual ist, intellectual de

tachment has no meaning. Authori
ty speaks, and thatis tha t. One
does not stop to cons i der the rea
sonableness of it all, the impor
tance of circumstance, and other
contextual factors. The relativist,
on the other hand, has no author
ity outside. S/he is detached from
former absolutes due to the convic
tion that there are none.
• Such detachmen t can prov i de i n
tellectual objectivity, hitherto un
known to the studen t. Because it
is such a drastic change in think
ing patterns, it often gives rise
to a- period of quiet consol idation
which Perry calls temporizing.
Many of his students spent a full
year absorbing the implications of
their bewildering intellectual de
velopment. Some few chose to en
capsu Iate themsel ves in th i s pa t
tern, refus i ng to step beyond it.
This static position often took the
form of relativisitic competence as
a final resting place. This is the
gamesman's position and the op
portunist's way of thinking. It
excludes any form of personal re
spons i b iii ty for one's thoughts or
deeds except for a narrowly con
ceived notion of success. "Since
·all values are relative, all I
must do is my own thing!"

Kohlberg is illuminating here.
He fi nds some of his most pre
cocious subjects doing a reversal
in moral development, going from
the brink of principled behavior
back to a sense of justice which
is pre-conventional (Kohlberg &
Gilligan 1971).

Pre-conventional moral ity has
little use for law or even inter-
personal loyalty. Kohlberg uses
the phrase "doing your own
thing" to express one form of pre
conventional moral ity. He mentions
the case of a totally unremorseful
retrogressor who stole a friend's
watch because he thought his
friend was too trusting. Normally,
neither the loyalty of friendship
nor a respect for I a w wou I d per
mit stealing valuable property
from a friend. Kohlberg says that
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some of his subjects went from
conventional thinking in high
school back to pre-conventional
thinking in college, jumping fore
ward again by the time they were
25 years old, to post-conventional
thinking. There relativism in col
lege gave them a chance to es
cape responsible behavior for a
ti me, but tha t th i s escape was a
transition to a more mature out
look. Detachment is viewed in a
positive light by both researchers.

NEW IDENTITY VIA COMMITMENT
Students who had become en

grossed in relativistic thinking
typically went through a period
when they were una ware tha t such
thinking might ever lead to any
form of commitment. Religious com
mitment for a relativist thinker
at this stage is impossible. A
student seeing all religious belief
as culturally relative, and admit
ti ng of no absol utes, wi \I fi nd it
does not seem ra t i on a I to worsh i p
God. According to Perry's find
i ngs, such a studen t will not fore
see in the midst of relativism,
that relativistic thinking is likely
to be a stepping stone to future
religious commitment. This is a
pe r i od in w h i c h the re I a t i vis t s
were very absol ute in thei r th i nk
ing. Kohlberg found such absolut
ism in the retrogressors, and he
remarked that extreme relativists
often chose an ideology that glori
fied the self or an elite group.
The self is seen as beyond or
above mora lit y. The group is spec
ial, and a law unto itself, which
is pre-conventional. Kohlberg's
ideologues did not regard their
ideology as an approach toward
maturity, but as the culmination
of maturity itself.

PERRY'S STAGE OF COMMITMENT
Our picture of the college youth

immersed in relativity is com
plete. Perry states that nearly
a II of his subjects took a further
step in thei r 3rd or 4th year
which he calls commitment. "The
assumption is established that
man's knowing and valuing are
relative in time and circumstance,

and that in such a world the
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individual is faced with the re
sponsibility for choice and affirm
ation of life (1970 133). Koh 1
berg's term for the nex t stage is
principled thinking, which ap
pears to be the same as Perry's
term, comm i tment. At the level of
principled thinking, "there is a
clear effort to define moral values
and principles which have valid
ity and application apart from
the authority of the groups or
persons holding these principles
and apart from the individual's
own identification with these
groups" (Kohlberg 1973).

Kohlberg flatly stated that none
of his subj ec t s of the fir s t Ion g i 
tudinal study had reached prin
cipled thinking by age 23. Yet
Perry claims that nearly all of
his subjects, who must have aver
aged about 21 years of age, were

commited by the end of their
undergraduate training.

CHOICE VERSUS COGNITION
Commitment in Perry's thinking

involves decision and choice. Kohl
berg does not deal with decisions
di rect Iy, but measures the th i nk
ing from which decisions emerge.
Principled thinking and commit
ment are apparently not equiva
len t • Bo t h h a v e re I a t i vis tic
thought as a prerequisite, and re
lativisitc thinking persists in
both studies. Perry's commitment
is made in relativism, as an act
of transcendence from a growing
sense that one must make respon
sible choices. I t is not so much
reasonable, as going beyond rea
son. "The term comm i tment refers
to an ongoing activity in
which (one) invests his energies,
care, and i den tit y • the work
refers to an affi rma tory experi
ence through which the man con
tinuously defines his identity and
his involvement in the world"
(Perry 1970 135).

We are talking the language of
action in a relativist framework.
This central action is basic to
the adult emergence of the college
student. Erikson refers to this
part of the life cycle. "It occurs
in that part of the life cycle
when each youth must forge for
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himself some central perspective
and direction, some working unity
out of the effective remnants of
his childhood and the hopes of
his anticipated adulthood; he
must detect some meaningful re
semblance between what he has
come to see in himself and what
his sharpened awareness tells him
others judge and expec t hi rn to
be" (Erikson 1956 14).

REACTIONS FOLLOWING COMMITMENT
If commitment is not principled

thinking, what is it? To keep the
question well defi ned, consider
how a person typically reacts
after having made a commitment
in Perry's sense. Most of his stu
dents reported a feel i ng of pro
found relief after their decision.
They had a feel i ng tha t a heavy
load suddenly had been removed
from their shoulders. They felt
strongly defined as persons by
their commitment. A young person,
having made a hard-won decision
to enter medical school might now
say, "I am a medical student!"
In this process there is a strong
sense of agency, a sense of per
sonal power in one's choke that
might be expressed: "It is my
choice, and I did it!" --

Koh Iberg does not offer a per
sonal ity profi Ie for any of his
stages. He discusses more how his
subjects th ink than how they feel
or act. His concern with how they
think is based on the premise
tha t how one th inks is the most
important single factor in how one
acts (Kohlberg & Gilligan 1971
151 ). The sense of agency fel t by
Perry's subjects, however is wor
thy of comment from Kohlberg's
point of view.

Principled thinkers are begin
ning to think on matters of jus
tice. In a wide sense, all of
Koh Iberg' s subjects are committed
to justice, but the principled ones
are operating on their own prin
ciples, as well as those of soci
ety. He defi nes the fi rst pri nc
ipled stage. "Right action tends
to be defi ned in terms of genera I
individual rights and in terms of
standards which have been criti
cally agreed upon by the whole
society. There is a clear
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awareness of the relativism of per
sonal val ues and opi nions and a
corresponding emphasis on proced
ural rules to reach consensus.
As ide from what is consti tutiona 1
Iy and democratically agreed on,
the right is a matter of personal
values and opinions. The result
is an emphasis on the legal view
of rational considerations of
social uti Ii ty. This is the "of
ficial" morality of the American
Government and Consti tution."
(Kohlberg & Gilligan 1971 165).

Perry's subjects show a sense
of agency, but we do not know
whether their commitment respects
the ri ghts of others, or in what
degree. I t is by no means clear
tha t thei r sense of eth i cs is on
the democratic level of the United
States Government and the Consti
tution. The leap to commitment is
described by Perry in terms of
intuition a Kierkegaardian leap
beyond reason or a Kanti an moral
i mpera t i ve (Perry 1970 135). Rea
son hel ps, but it is not enough.
However the leap may be made, it
is not so closely focused on jus
tice as the principled thinking of
Koh Iberg. I t opts for a decision
within the framework of reasoning
but remains less defined.

Perry's committed juniors and
sen iors emerged from the limbo of
unattached relativistic thinking to
a rea Ii za ti on tha t they wanted to
stand for someth i ng a set of
values, a career decision, a mar
riage. The content of the commit
ment remains incidental, and
Perry is more interested in dis
covering that his subjects showed
·a pa ttern of of comm i tmen tin rei a
tivistic thinking than to what
they were comm it ted.

Kohlberg, like Perry, is inter-
ested in structures of thought,
but it is peculiar to Kohlberg's
approach tha t the structures of
moral thinking reveal content on
the principled level, and specific
content universal among his sub
jects. Kohlberg's novice prin-
cipled thinkers reveal a sensi-
tivity to the rights of other
human bei ngs. Those ri ghts are
seen as un i versa I ( Koh Iberg &
Gilligan 1971155). On this level
(Concluded on page 222)
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GROSS (Continued from page 208)

general moral position (Erskine
1972-1973). The moderating of the
earlier anti-war attitudes indica
ted in the later sample illustrates
the marked shifts in public opin
i on as thei r percept i on of the s i tu
ation shifts.
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moral thinking, a person thinks
with the subtlety of a relativist,
but is capable of putting him/her
self in the shoes of the rest of
the World's people. This quality
of enlightened empathy is the bed
rock of principled thinking.

Kohlberg's focus is narrower,
and consistently aims at the cog
nit i ve an teceden ts of mora I be
havior. His levels are levels of
understanding. Perry's commitment
involves decision. Koh Iberg is
more directly involved than Perry
in the content of moral behavior.
Kohlberg's research reveals broad
moral universal principles. For
the reader, interested in moral
development, there is opportunity
for a penetrating look into the
thought and value patterns of a
group of el i tist students in Per
ry 's work. Koh Iberg offers a more
comprehensive perspective with a
much wider range of articles and
empirical studies.
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process may include a reverse flow, and the
rating process inherently permits reevalua
tion in both directions. The distributions
seen here, however, are much more consis
tant with the hypothesis of a net downward
flow which operates at a very restrained
pace over the early part of the Iife cycle.
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